The New Black Vanguard
By Antwuan Sargent
9781597114684
Aperture
10/29/2019
$50.00 HC

PhotoWork: Forty Photographers on Process & Practice
Edited by Sasha Wolf
9781597114592
Aperture
10/22/2019
$24.95 TP

Fire Islands
By Eleanor Ford
9781948062800
Apollo Publishers
11/5/2019
$35.00 HC

Odsburg
By Matt Tompkins
9781947845084
Ooligan Press
10/29/2019
$16.00 TP

Pigs
By Johanna Stoberock
9781597090445
Red Hen Press
10/01/2019
$16.00 TP

The Expedition
By Chris Fagan
9781631525926
She Writes Press
09/03/2019
$16.95 TP

Violet
By Scott Thomas
9781947848368
Inkshares
09/24/2019
$17.95 TP

Transformations
By Alex Gross
978394330427
Ginko Press
10/29/2019
$24.95 HC

The Touch
By Kinfolk
9783899559781
Gestalten
11/08/2019
$60.00 HC

Unseen Worlds
By Erik Loomis
9781999968014
What on Earth Books
10/29/2019
$21.99 HC

Catastrophe by the Sea
By Brenda Peterson
Illus. by Ed Young
9781513262345
10/01/2019
$16.99 HC

Lili Macaroni
By Nicole Testa
Illus. by Annie Boulanger
9781772780932
Pajama Press
08/15/2019
$17.95 HC

Questions or to order please contact:
Rob.Pine@Ingramcontent.com

Edelweiss Collection: https://www.edelweiss.plus/#catalogID=4410699&page=1